TULSA AREA
PARALEGAL ASSOCIATION

TAPA TIMES
Dear TAPA members,
It has been my pleasure serving as
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Changing the Guard

your President for the past two years.
Please mark your calendars now for the
election of 2014 officers on November 13th.
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NO LEGAL ADVICE
Nothing contained in this document or on this website should be construed as legal advice. State law
prohibits paralegals or legal assistants from offering legal advice. Should you require legal assistance,
please contact the State Bar of Oklahoma at www.okbar.org.

The following list names each committee and the chairperson:
Associations Liaison
(TCBA & OBA)
Barbara Lane, CP
Jones, Gotcher & Bogan
581-8268 (work)
blane@jonesgotcher.com

Parlimentarian
Michelle Maxwell, ACP
Rights & Reproduction
Gilcrease Museum
596-2788 (work)

Bylaws & Standing Rules
Michelle Maxwell, ACP
Rights & Reproduction
Gilcrease Museum
596-2788 (work)

Publications
Reagan DeWitt-Henderson,
ACP
The Law Office of McLaine
DeWitt Herndon, P.L.L.C.
585-2263 (work)
reagan@mdhok.com

michelle-maxwell@utulsa.edu

CLA/CP Study Group
Andrea Grabow, CP
Atkinson, Haskins, Nellis,
Brittingham, Gladd & Carwile
732-4214 (work)
agrabow@ahn-law.com
Education/Programs
Open
Ethics
Michelle Maxwell, ACP
Rights & Reproduction
Gilcrease Museum
596-2788 (work)

michelle-maxwell@utulsa.edu

Publicity/Public Relations
Barbara Lane, CP
Jones, Gotcher & Bogan
581-8268 (work)
blane@jonesgotcher.com
Scholarships
Lorena Shingleton, ACP
(304) 561-5591 (cell)
lorenashingleton@gmail.com

michelle-maxwell@utulsa.edu

Student Liaison
Lorena Shingleton, ACP
(304) 561-5591 (cell)
lorenashingleton@gmail.com

Finance
Leila Safavi
Stuart, Biolchini & Turner
582-3311 (work)
leila.safavi@sbtlaw.com

TAPA Website
Michelle Maxwell, ACP
Rights & Reproduction
Gilcrease Museum
596-2788 (work)

Welcome Table
Gloria S. Jones, ACP
Atkinson, Haskins, Nellis,
Brittingham, Gladd & Carwile
732-4267 (work)
gjones@ahn-law.com

VISIT TAPA’S
WEBSITE
www.tulsaparalegals.org

TAPA is an
affiliate of National
Association of Legal
Assistants

Visit Helpful

Links

on TAPA’s website

michelle-maxwell@utulsa.edu

Historian
Barbara Lane, CP
Jones, Gotcher & Bogan
581-8268 (work)
blane@jonesgotcher.com
Job Bank
Mona Jenkins, ACP
New Gulf Energy, LLC
727-3020 (work)
mjenkins@newgulfenergy.com
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TAPA Facebook
Andrea Grabow, CP
Atkinson, Haskins, Nellis,
Brittingham, Gladd & Carwile
732-4214 (work)
agrabow@ahn-law.com

http://www.tulsaparalegals.org/
Helpful_Links.html
Suggestions / Contributions?
Contact Michelle Maxwell
(michelle-maxwell@utulsa.edu
or (918) 596-2788 (work))
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Oct 12

TAPA Fall Seminar— Unfortunately, when adults go through the process of
divorce, it is the children who are either left behind or most often, feel as if they
have been left behind. Our focus under Family Law will be the children. Join
us for an exciting and information filled seminar that offers 4.5 CLE credits,
including 1.0 hours of Ethics. See Flyer and Registration form in this issue of
the TAPA Times.

Nov 13

TAPA Board Elections

National Certification Study
Group is now meeting
For the October testing window
Thursdays at TU in Zink Hall
For more information, contact
Andrea Grabow (agrabow@ahn-law.com

)

(918) 732-4214 (work)

PRESIDENT

PEGGY LANDRUM, ACP

VICE PRESIDENT (MEMBERSHIP)

MONA JENKINS, ACP

SECRETARY

JUNE BROWN, CP

TREASURER

LEILA SAFAVI

PARLIAMENTARIAN

MICHELLE MAXWELL, ACP

NALA LIAISON

TRACY MOSZ, ACP
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Friday, October 4, 2013 at 8:00 a.m.
A Day of Celebration!
By Bobbie Lane

3rd Annual Think Pink
For Breast Cancer Awareness
Wear something pink and come to the 3rd annual “Think Pink” rally on
the plaza north of the Tulsa County Courthouse located at 500 South Denver
Avenue in downtown Tulsa. This exciting event is sponsored by the Bench
and Bar Committee of the Tulsa County Bar Association to promote breast
cancer awareness. This is an event that will touch your heart, and there will
be several special surprises! Many activities have been planned and here are
some of the highlights:
Judge Caputo will be on horseback wearing his pink robe with the
horse wrapped in pink, and many of the District Judges will be wearing pink
robes or something pink. The Mayor, County Commissioners and Governor
are issuing “Think Pink” proclamations. The Panera Pink Ribbon Bagel is
back and those wearing pink will get one free while supplies last. If you
purchase the bagel a portion of the proceeds will be donated to breast cancer
awareness causes. A Hero Board will be set up where you can post pictures
of loved ones affected by breast cancer.
A local jeweler (Rustic Cuff) is designing a commemorative
bracelet/ cuff which will be given to 7 survivors during a special ceremony,
and the cuffs will be numbered. The survivors will be introduced at the rally,
presented their cuffs, and Toni's flowers--with its pink delivery van--will give
pink roses to each. A second Think Pink cuff will be designed for purchase
and 20% of the proceeds will go to Oklahoma Project Woman.
Pink vehicles will be staged near the courthouse plaza including a tow
truck, limousine, police car, ambulance, fire truck and many others. Many
local businesses will be sending their employees to the rally wearing pink.
Several downtown buildings will be spotlighted in pink the night before and
the night of the event.
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Many thanks to businesses not previously mentioned that have
donated their services for this important event including Opveon Litigation
Services, Aloft Hotel and Cancer Treatment Center. The rally has drawn
support from many individuals and businesses across our great city, and the
event continues to grow.
There will be a designated area for dogs and their handlers to stand so
dress your fur kid in pink and come join the festivities. Due to space
limitations, please contact Bobbie Lane at bobbielane@hotmail.com to insure
there is still space available for your dog.
Invite everyone you know and come join us for Think Pink! The rally
will end at 8:30 a.m. but the vehicles will remain for pictures until around
9:15. See you at the Think Pink rally!

Friday, October 4, 2013 at 8:00 a.m.
A Day of Celebration!
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TAPA NOTICE OF ELECTIONS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN,
that the TAPA General Election
for 2014 will be held at noon on
Wednesday, November 13,
2013, at ONEOK, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, for the following
offices:
President
term

1 year

Vice President

1 year term

Secretary

1 year term

Treasurer

1 year term

NALA Liaison

1 year term

As of this Notice the following have been nominated. They are:
President –June Brown
Vice President – Michelle Maxwell
Secretary –Leila Safavi
Treasurer – Tracy Mosz
NALA Liaison – Mona Jenkins
Nominations will be accepted from the floor on the day of the election
and at any time prior to the election.
For additional information or to place a name into nomination, please
contact Debra Pascoe at debra.pascoe@crowedunlevy.com
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TAPA MEMBERSHIP

Online Fill-in Forms

Active Membership is open to those
employed as paralegals, legal assistants,
paralegal educators and attorneys. ($55.00
year)

Annual dues are payable January 1st . We
have revised the TAPA membership application to incorporate a student member verification section and made it an electronicfillable form. The form is now available on
our website: www.tulsaparalegals.org. The
fillable format will save you time and will
save us errors, making it easier for us to stay
in communication with you.

Associate Membership is open to students
currently enrolled in a paralegal program.
Only active members may vote and hold an
office in TAPA. However, Associate
Members can participate in any committee.
($25.00 year)

Look for additional technical enhancements
coming to TAPA in 2013. The Board is currently researching web-based seminars and
credit card processing. We will keep you
posted on these possible changes.

Sustaining Membership is available to non
-paralegals that perform services, provide
products, or are in some other way related
to the legal profession. Sustaining Members
may not vote and hold office ($100.00 year)

TAPA PULICATION SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Classified Advertising:

$100 1/2 page 6 issues & 1 year sustaining membership
$50 1/4 page 6 issues
$25 Business card size 6 issues

TAPA’s Personals:

TAPA’s Personal submissions may include personal, work related
and award announcements, pictures, etc. and is free to TAPA members.

Non-Member rates:

$20 for 40 lines 6 issues

Submission Deadlines:

February 1, 2013, April 1, 2013

Please provide submissions and questions to: reagan@mdhok.com
Under the auspices of NALA, TAPA members are required to adhere to NALA’s Code of Ethics
and Professional Responsibilities. NALA strives to align its values with those of the American
Bar Association and hold disciplinary authority over members breaching these regulations.
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take the same Substantive Law section of the
examination, as is the case with all other
sections of the Certified Paralegal
examination.

For all NALA Affiliated
Associations…
The NALA Certifying Board has released
new specifications for the Certified Paralegal
examination effective with the September
2013 examination. What follows may be
published in your newsletters, as well as the
table from Facts& Findings we have
attached. PLEASE help us inform others of
this change in the Certified Paralegal
examination specifications.
NALA Certifying Board Announces New
Examination Specifications
The NALA Certifying Board has announced
new specifications for the Certified Paralegal
examination effective with the September
2013 testing window. These modifications
are based on a careful and detailed analysis of
the findings of the 2012 Job Task Analysis
study conducted by the Board in consultation
with PSI Psychometric Consulting Services.
The new examination specifications call for
minor adjustments to the number of points
per topic within all sections of the
examination. No new topics were introduced
in any examination area.
The most significant modification is the
elimination of several practice area tests
under the Substantive Law section. The Job
Task Analysis study demonstrated that, on a
nationwide basis, a low percentage of
paralegals utilize the knowledge and skills
tested by these practice area examination
sections on a regular and routine basis in the
workplace.
In addition, the option to test in certain
specialty practice areas will no longer be
available to examinees. All examinees will
Volume 20

Effective with the September 2013 testing, the
Substantive Law section will consist of
questions on the following subjects:


American Legal System



Civil Litigation



Business Organizations



Contracts

With these modifications, the Certifying
Board listened to member and nonmember
paralegals, and applied findings of the Job
Task Analysis study to the exam
specifications. The Certifying Board strives to
link the Certified Paralegal examination
directly to the day to day duties and
responsibilities of paralegals in the
workplace. The modifications announced for
the September 2013 examination are a
continued effort to ensure the Certified
Paralegal examination remains an accurate
and relevant reflection of the duties and
responsibilities of today’s paralegals.
A detailed list of specifications for the
Certified Paralegal examination may be
found on the NALA web site under
“Certification/Certified Paralegal Exam
Description” as well as a more detailed
statement of these modifications.
Please contact NALA Headquarters if
you have any questions
__________________________________
Marie Greninger, Director,
Administrative Services/Certification
National Association of Legal Assistants
1516 S. Boston, Suite 200
Tulsa, OK 74119
mgreninger@nala.org
918-587-6828
918-582-6772 FAX
www.nala.org
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Overcoming Stress
By Michelle Maxwell
Recently, I went to the doctor and
turns in moving a body. If I do not
he informed me that my problems stem
schedule times of rest and ‘filling my tank,’
from stress. “Stress!? Who’s Stressed ?!?!?”
everyone loses: my family, my employer,
So many times, Paralegals not only have
the organizations I am involved with and
stressful jobs, but because we try to juggle
trying to help, etc.
spouse, children, some semblance of order
I must learn to lead out of
at home, food in the fridge
rest.
Yes, that means
and healthy meals on the “Margin is the space between
looking at my day planner
t a b l e,
o u t s i d e our load and our limits. …
and scheduling “rest
organizations, seminars Margin is the gap between rest
points” first, before my
that further the career, wall and exhaustion, the space
bet wee n br e at h i ng and schedule is too full. Then I
-to-wall commitments, a
must maintain healthy
suffocating.”
frantic lifestyle, etc., etc.,
parameters and not
etc., stress becomes
schedule over those rest
inevitable. I could take a pill, or I could
points. Has it ever occurred to you that the
look at some other options.
day begins while we are asleep? Our
I imagine my life being like a tank;
activity needs to be birthed out of rest as
there are things that fill that tank and there
our day begins when we are asleep.
are others that drain it. First, I ask myself
Find a lightning rod. I know that
what it is that fills my tank. What am I
sounds like conversational whiplash, but a
doing when I feel rested? Where am I
lightning rod is a metallic conductor that is
when I feel the most at peace? With whom
attached to a high point and leads to the
am I spending time? I then ask myself
ground. It protects the building from
those same questions in order to target
destruction by lightning. An older mentor
what is emptying my tank: grumpy
can be a lightning rod for us, as they have
people? conflict? too busy? So many
been around the block a few times. They
times I fail to do the things that I enjoy in
can see when we are headed for
order to make time for things with which I
destruction, help us avoid those pit falls,
have chosen or been forced to “busy” my
and show us how to keep healthy margins
life.
in our lives.
I need to understand that there is a
We live in an age of constant
balance in life, which is analogous to the
stimulation, noise, excessive amounts of
fulcrum. The definition of a fulcrum is the
junk, mounting debt, a constant stream of
support, or point of rest, on which a lever
messages popping up on our “smart”
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phones, all escorted by frustration and
exhaustion. Richard A. Swenson, M.D.,
talks about the solution in his book,
Margin.
“Margin is the space between our
load and our limits. It is the amount
allowed beyond that which is needed. It is
something held in reserve for contingencies
and unanticipated situations. Margin is the
gap between rest and exhaustion, the space
between breathing and suffocating.”
As I found out at the doctor’s office,
a lack of margin has a direct impact on our
lives. If we are not careful, it can push
Volume 20

away the relationships that mean the most
to us and ultimately, affect our health.
Making the decision to change a marginless
lifestyle is not easy and for some, it might
be a lifelong, ever-present challenge. If you
are like me and struggle with leading out
of rest and healthy margins, join me in
taking inventory of your current activities
and evaluate them in light of your life goals
and core values. Like me, you may need to
clarify your priorities, especially if they
have been overlooked and ignored during
years of frantic living.
Michelle Maxwell, ACP
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TAPA MINUTES
TULSA AREA PARALEGAL ASSOCIATION
MINUTES OF BOARD MEETING
April 5, 2013
The Tulsa Area Paralegal Association Board meeting was held at The University of
Tulsa, Collins Hall, Tulsa, Oklahoma on Friday, April 5, 2013. The following Board Members
were present, which represented a quorum:
June Brown

Mona Jenkins

Reagan DeWitt-Henderson

Michelle Maxwell

Peggy Landrum

Tracy Mosz

Bobbie Lane

Leila Safavi

The meeting was called to order by President Peggy Landrum at 6:00 p.m.
The minutes of the January 19, 2013 meeting were approved on a motion by Leila Safavi and seconded by Bobbie Lane.
The Members’ survey was reviewed by Peggy Landrum. Twenty-eight (28) members
out of 98 responded to the survey. The results (see attached):
Prefer contact by email;
60% accessed the website 3 – 5 times over the last year;
80% want career links on the website, followed by industry association links, district court links, vendor, legislative and research links;
60% would like to view a replay of the CLE speaker presentations at a later date
and 40% would continue attending the lunch meetings in person;
The 2012 Paralegal Day luncheon at The Summit was a success. Over 40% would
prefer to earn CLE this year and 38% would like to have the luncheon again.
Two members volunteered to assist in planning for this year’s luncheon; and
The membership suggested the following topics for CLEs – Family Law, Criminal
Law, Litigation, Discovery, Estate, Employment, Corporate and Indian Law.
The Board meeting dates for remainder of the year will be August 2 and October 4,
2013.
The Board Retreat discussion was led by Leila Safavi. The Board decided on Pinot’s
Palette at the Jenks location, May 2, May 17, or 18.
Special Projects – Paralegal Day and Law Day. The Administrative Professional luncheon
sponsored by the Tulsa County Bar Association is scheduled for April 17 and the TCBA Law
day luncheon is April 26. So as not to interfere with these other events, TAPA will ask that
June 12 will be declared Paralegal Day by way of Proclamations from Offices of the Governor
and Mayor of Tulsa.
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TAPA MINUTES
A Member Appreciation Dinner will be held at Gilcrease Museum, Monday, September 9. The dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m., with the possibility
of a cash bar. The location of the dinner is perfect for a Western Theme
and topic on Gun Laws in Oklahoma. In response to the survey, it was determined to have a
speaker in order to obtain CLEs. Peggy Landrum has a potential speaker, Attorney Mark Lyons, lined up for this event.
Officer’s Reports
Vice President – Mona Jenkins. Mona reported that there are 99 TAPA members, 4
TAPA student members, 4 TAPA sustaining members and 2 TAPA associate members.
Secretary. June Brown. A conversation was held with June and a representative from
NALA to determine the likelihood of the city of Tulsa host the 2015 Conference, the 40th Anniversary. First, there is no bid process to host the National Conference. Second, at this time, the
Tulsa downtown area does not actively support any businesses outside of restaurants, such as
a variety of shopping venues. This deficiency could have an impact on attendance as conference attendees use this time as vacation and bring their families. The Renaissance Hotel on 71st
was another location offered, but the hotel does not provide shuttle service to/from the airport, mall or other conveniently located businesses.
Treasurer. Leila Safavi. Leila presented financials for January, February and March
2013, which included details from the spring seminar. Motion was made by Mona Jenkins and
seconded by June Brown to accept the Treasurer’s Report, and was unanimously approved by
the Board. The possibility of accepting credit card payments is still being researched.
Parliamentarian. Michelle Maxwell. Michelle presented the Board with samples of tablecloths for the Association. A motion was made by Bobbie Lane and seconded by Mona Jenkins that TAPA purchase a full 8 foot tablecloth with the TAPA logo.
NALA Liaison. Tracy Mosz. The NALA Annual Convention will be held July 10 – 12
in Portland, Oregon. A motion was made by Peggy Landrum and seconded by Bobbie Lane to
nominate Andrea Grabow for the Affiliated Associates Award and submit Cassandra Oliver’s
name for the President and Founders Award. These award recipients would be recognized at
the National Conference.
Committee Reports
TCBA/OBA Associations Liaison: TCBA - Bobbie Lane. No report.
CLA STUDY GROUP: We currently have six individuals that have paid in the study
group.
TAPA WEBSITE: No report.
FACEBOOK. No report.
PROGRAMS/EDUCATION AND SEMINARS. June Brown and Michelle Maxwell.
Thirty-six (36) attended the Spring TAPA Seminar held at Tulsa Community College, March 9.
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TAPA MINUTES
The following speakers are confirmed for monthly meetings:
April 10 – Debra Woodruff – eDiscovery
May 8 – Possibly Brad Grundy – Hall, Estill
June 12 – Rachel Blue, McAfee & Taft
August 14 – Kathy Neal (McAfee & Taft)
September 9 – Member Appreciation Dinner with CLE – Gilcrease Museum
November 13 – Donna Priore – Birmingham, Morley, Weather & Priore
December 11 – Membership meeting with possible Holiday Party
Seminars: Fall – October 2013 – date, time, location and subject matter to be determined.

PUBLICATIONS. Reagan DeWitt-Henderson. April 20th is the deadline for submissions to the newsletter.
ETHICS/CREDENTIALS/BY-LAWS AND STANDING RULES. Michelle Maxwell.
No report.
PUBLIC RELATIONS – Bobbie Lane. Bobbie will conduct additional research to advertise membership meetings in the Tulsa World and Tulsa Business Journal.
SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE /STUDENT LIAISON – Lorena Shingleton. In Lorena’s absence, Peggy Landrum submitted the following:
Assisted Reagan Dewitt-Henderson in getting an intern for her company from the
TCC paralegal program.
Ethics Presentation to Community Care College.
Interacted with representatives from TCC and NSU to gauge interest in TAPA.
Encouraging students to joint study group as they near graduation from program.
Will want to discuss scholarship with Board in how to improve/change if necessary.
A motion was made by Bobbie Lane and seconded by Leila Safavi to purchase flowers
with a limit of $50 for TAPA board member if still hospitalized.
With no other business a motion was made by Tracy Mosz and seconded by Reagan
Dewitt-Henderson to adjourn the meeting.
_______________
June E. Brown
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Michelle-maxwell@utulsa.edu
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What in the World Have I Done?
By June Brown
Seven years ago when I
walked through the doors of
Tulsa Community College
to give blood, oh pardon
me, I mean sit for the CLA
exam, the first thought that
came to my mind is, “What
in the World Have I Done?”
There were at least 18 other
people in the room with the
same extreme-panicked “I’m
-about-to-fall-off-aprecipice” look and my
hope at the time was that
the life-threatening fear and
agony would be worth it!
I’m here to say that the
dividends continue to pay
off.
It wasn’t until I attended a
TAPA meeting and was
greeted by people I didn’t
know, was introduced to
more people, and then
attended my first NALA
convention that I began to
sense I might be getting the
knack of “this.” Do I have
all the answers? Of course
not.
However, a benefit of
membership is that when I
don’t know the answer, a
TAPA member can throw
me a life line or I can follow
up on any one of numerous
networking leads with
professionals around the
Volume 20

country that will gladly
share how they solved a
similar problem.
A f te r a tt en din g an d
exchanging ideas with the
leaders of the NALA
National Convention and
the Education Institute in
Portland, it occurred to me
that
we
have
an
unprecedented caliber of
talent and professionalism
in TAPA. I left Portland
knowing that very few
organizations can match
how we handle our study
groups as well as our
monthly meetings and
seminars, where interesting
and diverse speakers assist
the certified paralegal with
maintaining required CLE
credits. In other words, I
have a serious ego problem
when it comes to our local
organization.
I encourage each of you to
take advantage of the
monthly
membership
meetings, the spring and fall
seminars,
but
most
importantly – develop a
relationship with other
paralegals that are involved
in TAPA, mentor a new
paralegal (remember you
were once new), and
provide suggestions to your
Sept 2013

TAPA Board. If you are not
able to attend a NALA
National Convention or be a
member of NALA, make
contact with TAPA’s NALA
Liaison and he/she can
share what is happening on
the national level, especially
in the area of certification.
When you have a “What in
the World Have I Done
moment,” you have access
to
over
100
local
professionals that can talk
you off the ledge. Once you
h ave str etch e d y our
boundaries throughout the
city and beyond the state
you can say, “Why Didn’t I
Do This Sooner?!”

TAPA Congratulates
Mark Peron,
Certified Paralegal
for successful
completion
of NALA’s
certification exam!
Nice job!
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